Varicosities of single sympathetic nerve terminals possess syntaxin zones and different synaptotagmin N-terminus labelling following stimulation.
A study has been made of the probability of exocytosis of synaptic vesicles at different varicosities in single sympathetic terminal axons in the mouse was deferens. An antibody (SV2Ab) against SV2. a proteoglycan in synaptic vesicles, labelled an area of individual sympathetic varicosities that was slightly less than that occupied by dextran-rhodamine, previously orthogradely transported into the varicosities. In contrast plasma membrane bound protein syntaxin, found at active zones of motor nerve terminals, occupied an area of the varicosity that was approximately one-third that of SV2. This suggests that sympathetic varicosities possess specialized zones for exocytosis on their plasma membranes. Antibodies against the N-terminal sequence of synaptotagmin 1 (SNAb), a sequence exposed within synaptic vesicles, were used to determine the probability of exocytosis at different varicosities of single terminal branches. The area of SNAb labelling was not significantly different from that of the SV2 labelling, which implies vesicles that have undergone exocytosis may eventually return to the main pool of vesicles. Varicosities belonging to the same terminal axon, and identified with SV2Ab, showed different extents of labelling with SNAb when secretion was evoked with high potassium concentrations (80 mM) for 30 min in the presence of SNAb. There was up to an order of magnitude difference in the average intensity of SNAb labelling between different varicosities of the same terminal axon whereas there was little difference in the average intensity of SV2Ab labelling. These observations suggest that there is considerable variability in the probability of exocytosis at the specialized zones in different varicosities.